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On-line Voltage Control in Distribution Systems
with Multiple Voltage Regulating Devices
D. Ranamuka, A. P. Agalgaonkar, Member, IEEE, and K. M. Muttaqi, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract--Voltage regulation in distribution systems is
typically performed with the aid of multiple voltage regulating
devices, such as on-load tap changer (OLTC) and step voltage
regulators (SVRs). These devices are conventionally tuned and
locally coordinated using Volt/VAR optimization strategies in
accordance with the time graded operation. However, in case of
distribution systems with distributed generation (DG), there
could be a possibility of simultaneous responses of DG and
multiple voltage regulators for correcting the target bus voltage,
thereby resulting into operational conflicts. This paper proposes
an on-line voltage control strategy for a realistic distribution
system containing synchronous machine based renewable DG unit
and other voltage regulating devices. The proposed strategy
minimizes the operational conflicts by prioritizing the operations
of different regulating devices while maximizing the voltage
regulation support by the DG. It is tested on an interconnected
medium voltage distribution system, derived from the state of
New South Wales, Australia, through time domain simulation
studies. The results have demonstrated that voltage control for a
distribution feeder can effectively be achieved on real-time basis
through the application of the proposed control strategy.
Index Terms--distribution system; distributed generation; onload tap changer; step voltage regulator; voltage regulation.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE conventional voltage regulation by means of multiple
voltage regulating devices such as on-load tap changer
(OLTC) and/or step voltage regulators (SVRs) may need to be
updated in the presence of distributed generation (DG) units,
which are conventionally operated at unity power factor to
comply the requirement of no active regulation of the voltage
at the point of common coupling as detailed in IEEE standard
1547TM - 2003: Standard for Interconnecting Distributed
Resources with Electric Power Systems. Since there is no realtime control to avoid simultaneous responses of multiple
voltage regulators and DG, there could be conflicting
operations under certain system operating conditions. This
may cause increased number of tap operations resulting into
voltage variations. Also, the changes in active and reactive
power flows between SVR and load centre, due to the active
and reactive power injection by the DG, may affect the line
drop compensation (LDC) scheme of the SVR. Authors of [1]
and [2] have investigated the voltage and reactive power
The authors are with the Australian Power Quality and Reliability Centre,
School of Electrical, Computer and Telecommunications Engineering,
University of Wollongong, New South Wales 2522 Australia. (e-mail:
dssrr987@uowmail.edu.au; ashish@uow.edu.au; kashem@uow.edu.au)

control issues in a distribution system with substation OLTC,
capacitor banks and DG. In [3], interactions between DG and
SVR have been investigated. The voltage control issues in case
of a realistic distribution network with substation OLTC and
multiple distributed generators have been investigated in [4].
Authors of [5] have investigated the operation of multiple
voltage regulators and synchronous machine based DG unit in
case of realistic medium voltage (MV) distribution feeder
using time domain simulation studies.
The synchronous machine based distributed generators can
effectively be utilized for the voltage regulation process in the
distribution networks within their active and reactive power
capability limits [6]. A control strategy has been proposed in
[7] which can appropriately select the optimal operating points
with requisite active and reactive power injections for ensuring
maximum voltage support by the DG. In [8], a voltage control
strategy is proposed for DG using the voltage control mode
and the power factor control mode. In [9], the proportional and
integral type controller is used for voltage control by DG, and
also an advanced LDC scheme is proposed in order to regulate
the voltage at a remote node by the DG. In [10], a local,
intelligent and auto-adaptive voltage regulator for DG is
proposed. A fuzzy based digital automatic voltage regulator is
proposed in [11] for small scale synchronous generators with
unbalanced loads. However, these are all knowledge based
controls. An optimization technique is proposed in [12] for
coordinated voltage control in distribution networks using DG.
In [13], an adaptive self-tuning automatic voltage regulator is
designed for updating the reference voltage for the excitation
system of synchronous machine based DG unit.
In case of MV distribution systems, especially for long
distribution feeders with DG, there could be significant
amount of conflicting operations between multiple voltage
regulating devices and DG. This paper proposes an on-line
voltage control strategy for correcting the feeder voltage with
appropriate
control-coordination
ascertaining
voltage
regulation support by synchronous machine based renewable
DG unit. It ensures prioritized operation of the DG unit in
conjunction with the voltage regulating devices, and aids in
blocking simultaneous operations between the DG unit and
voltage regulating devices; thereby minimizing the total tap
operations. Since the proposed control logic preserves the
existing design philosophies of DG local voltage controllers
and step voltage regulators, and exhibits high computational
efficiency, it can be easily implemented on a practical
distribution system via a substation centered distribution
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management system (DMS). The proposed on-line control
strategy has been tested on a realistic MV distribution network
using MATLAB-SimPowerSystems and results are presented.
The paper is organized as below. Section II discusses the
operation of multiple voltage regulating devices and DG;
Section III conceptualizes on-line voltage control; Section IV
outlines proposed control strategy; Section V elaborates
realistic case study using time domain simulations while
Section VI concludes the paper.
II. OPERATION OF MULTIPLE VOLTAGE REGULATING DEVICES
AND DG IN A DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
In case of long MV distribution feeders, there could be
significant drop in voltage towards the end of the feeder,
especially due to the voltage drop across the line sections
attributed by random variation in the load demands. It is
essential to adopt necessary measures to maintain the voltage
within stipulated limits throughout the feeder. Accordingly,
multiple step voltage regulators are normally used in
conjunction with the OLTC at the substation to regulate the
voltage for long distribution feeders. A topology of typical
distribution system with multiple step voltage regulators (i.e.
SVR1, SVR2 and SVR3), OLTC and DG is shown in Fig. 1. If
DG is operated in an uncoordinated fashion, there is a
possibility to introduce strong control interaction with other
regulating devices in the network, due to simultaneous
response of DG and other regulating devices to correct the
network voltage [5].
Feeder-1

SVR1

OLTC

ABS

Tie-line

Feeder-2

SVR2

SVR3

DG

Fig. 1. A topology of distribution system with multiple voltage regulating
devices and DG.

A. Substation On-Load Tap Changer and Step Voltage
Regulators
Substation OLTC serves the core voltage regulation in
distribution feeders fed by the substation. SVRs are used for
voltage regulation, especially for regulating the voltage further
at the downstream of a distribution feeder. Most of the voltage
regulators consist of an auto-transformer equipped with a load
tap changing mechanism. The voltage change is obtained by
changing taps on the series winding of the auto-transformer.
SVRs are classified into several types according to their
construction and mode of operation [14]. Typically, SVRs can
be configured using a Type A or Type B connection. The more
common type is Type B connection, where the input to the
SVR is across the series and shunt windings. Therefore, when
a change in taps is required, the autotransformer changes the
number of turns on the series winding. The function of
substation OLTC and SVR, with the application of an analog
or digital LDC circuit, for estimating the voltage can generally

be explained with the aid of voltage regulating device
controller. It keeps the target load centre voltage VLC within a
specified range. The set (reference) voltage, VSET/VR and deadband voltage, VDB, as shown in (1), are the controller
parameters for the voltage regulating device where VLB and
VUB are the lower boundary and upper boundary limits,
respectively.

VLB ≤ VLC ≤ VUB
VLB = VSET / VR − 0.5VDB , VUB = VSET / VR + 0.5VDB

(1)

The function of a LDC based SVR in forward mode can be
explained using the expression given by (2). It is assumed that
RL and XL are the set values of resistance and reactance for
LDC circuit respectively, and I is the measured current at the
load side of SVR. It is assumed that the voltage at the voltage
regulating device connection point is VVR. For a lagging power
factor cos(φ), the remote end voltage can be given by (2).

V LC ≈ VVR − I × R L × cos(ϕ ) − I × X L × sin(ϕ )

(2)

The changes in active and reactive power flows between
voltage regulating device and load centre will affect the
performance of a LDC based SVR. The performance will also
be deteriorated if the XL/RL ratio of LDC setting is poorly
adjusted. This LDC error may cause additional tap operations
of the SVR.
On the other hand, the effect of a voltage regulating device
on its downstream nodal voltage profile can be estimated using
the lossless linear regulator model given by (3), where VLC(j)ur'
is the unregulated voltage at its target load centre, Vi ur' and Virs
are the voltages at any ith node before and after the voltage
control action respectively, and Trj is the equivalent tap ratio of
jth device for regulating the load centre voltage defined by the
voltage set value VSET/VR(j) [15].

Tjr =

VSET / VR ( j )
, Vi rs = T j r × Vi ur'
ur
'
V

(3)

LC ( j )

The voltage control parameters of a substation OLTC i.e.
set voltage and dead band are typically set to regulate the
secondary voltage without violating the stipulated limits. The
substation OLTC time delay can be set based on constant time
variant or inverse time characteristics. In case of constant time
variant characteristics, the time delay is constant. With inverse
time characteristics, the time delay is inversely proportional to
the voltage deviation and can dynamically be updated
according to the network conditions. The set voltages and dead
band settings of the SVRs are selected based on the total
number of taps and the percentage value of voltage regulating
range respectively. They are operated with a time delay. SVR
farther from the substation has longer time delay than the SVR
closer to the substation [16]. This time delayed operation of
SVRs is based on constant time variant characteristics. Non
sequential or sequential operational strategies are used for
SVR tap operations and to locally coordinate their operations
with the upstream regulators. In non-sequential operation, the
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time delay is used for all the tap steps, while in sequential
operation the time delay is used only for the first tap operation
and the subsequent taps are operated with mechanical time
delay.
B. Effect of DG on the Nodal Voltage Profile of a Feeder
Since, both active and reactive power injections from DG
can change the distribution feeder voltage profile; impedance
matrix (Z-matrix) of the distribution feeder can generally be
used for estimating the respective voltage change [5]. If the
DG current is Ig, then the voltage change by DG at kth nodal
bus, Vk/DG can be estimated by using (4). It is assumed that the
distribution feeder has n number of nodal buses (i.e. k = 1,…,
n) and DG is connected at gth node.

[∆V ]n × 1 = [Z ]n × n × [∆I ]n × 1
where Vk / DG

=

Zk,g × I g

(4)

The impact of DG on feeder voltage can be significant if
the DG is connected at the end of a lightly loaded long
distribution feeder [5]. Synchronous machine based DG units
are capable of responding instantaneously to meet the system
load demand.
C. Effect of simultaneous Responses of Voltage Regulating
Devices and DG on Nodal Voltage Profile of a Feeder
Based on the inherent operational characteristics of
synchronous machine based DG and SVRs, there is a potential
of simultaneous response between voltage regulating devices
and DG under conventional voltage control. If there are tap
operations for multiple SVRs and a DG response at the same
time then their cumulative effect on the voltage at ith node, Vi
can be estimated using (5). In this paper, it is assumed that the
substation OLTC is fixed, and DG is operated in power factor
control mode for conventional operation. The total voltage
change by simultaneous tap operations is ΣVirs and the voltage
change by DG is Vi/DG.

Vi = ∑ Vi rs + Vi / DG

(5)

In the worst case scenario, Vi can be exceeded beyond Vmax
(maximum allowable voltage limit for the distribution system)
thereby violating the dead-band values of voltage regulating
devices. Hence, the simultaneous response of voltage
regulating devices and DG can lead to conflicting operations
under certain system operating conditions and may exhaust
total number of tap operations resulting into voltage variations.

(b) Capability to capture on-line measurements of load center
voltage for SVR and DG voltage control module
operation.
(c) Control module for blocking simultaneous operations of
DG voltage control module and multiple SVR taps.
For implementing the proposed control system, the
technical considerations and features related to commercially
available DMS [17], [18] have been explored. A DMS is a
real-time information system for all operational activities in a
modern distribution control center. The advanced DMS
continually runs real-time analysis for various distribution
system functionalities such as service restoration, Volt/VAR
control, adaptable Volt/VAR optimization, and equipment
condition monitoring in addition to the state estimation. The
state estimation algorithms applied for MV distribution
systems may use network characteristics and data, estimated
load and the power output by DG (pseudo-measurements).
State estimation outputs are the controller inputs. A significant
reduction in number of remote measurements can be obtained
through optimal siting of measurement nodes. The substation
centered advanced DMS schemes are well suited for waveform
analysis and the signal processing, including relevant real-time
monitoring and control [18]. Also, these DMS schemes are
capable of utilizing user-defined algorithms and customized
software to determine best operating settings for voltage
control devices such as DGs and tap changers in real-time
[19].
The control system proposed in this paper is based on
updating the reference voltage of DG excitation control and
blocking the simultaneous operations between DG voltage
control module and SVR taps in real-time; in addition to
tuning the voltage controller parameters. The proposed control
modules can be easily implemented in practical distribution
systems containing multiple SVRs and DG. Accordingly, the
newly designed control modules can be integrated into a
substation centered DMS for enhancing real-time control
operation. A substation centered DMS is proposed in this
paper for enacting the proposed control strategies. The
topology of the proposed system implementation is shown in
Fig. 2.
Pseudo Measurements
(Load and DGgeneration)

Network
Data

Remote and Local Measurements (Voltage, Power and
Tap Position), and Output of Advanced Position Sensors
installed at SVR tap changing mechanism

Distribution State Estimation
Voltage Regulating Device Tuning

III. PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY FOR PROPOSED
ON-LINE VOLTAGE CONTROL
The proposed control strategy described in Section IV can
be implemented with the aid of a DMS. It mainly relies on
three components, which are as follows.
(a) Control module for maximizing voltage regulation
support by synchronous machine based DG unit.

|Pilot Bus Set Voltage, Time Delay,
Voltage and Hysteresis Tolerance |
► Pilot Bus Voltage

Control
Parameter Update

|Voltage Set Values, Dead Bands
and Time Delays of SVRs |
► Load Centre Voltages
► State of SVRs tap operations

Control Module for Blocking
Simultaneous Operation

DG voltage
Control Module

Control
Parameter Update

Output

DG Excitation
Local Control

SVRs Local
Control

Fig. 2. Topology of the on-line implementation for proposed control strategy.
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Multiple voltage regulating devices and DG voltage
controller parameters are tuned and updated on daily basis to
ensure reliable voltage control. The control settings of DG
voltage control module and, control settings of SVR and
substation OLTC local controllers are tuned by a tuning
algorithm, which can be embedded in the DMS. The time
delay sequence of multiple voltage regulating devices in a
feeder should be designed based on the condition given by (6),
where SVRs are counted from the substation end.

TDG << TSVR (1) < TSVR (2 ) < ...TSVR (n ) < TOLTC

(6)

In (6), the TDG and TSVR are time delays for DG voltage
control module and the SVRs respectively, which are assigned
with constant time variant characteristics for non-sequential
operation. The DG voltage control module (DG-VCM) and
control module for blocking simultaneous operations (CMBSO) are integrated in the DMS as separate controls. The DGVCM output is an input to the CM-BSO, where its output
referred to the operation of DG-VCM is sent to the DG-VCM
as an input. The respective control parameters are updated
using separate modules as shown in Fig. 2. Additional twoway communication channels may be required for updating the
control settings of DG excitation controller and SVRs.
The proposed voltage control strategy enhances the system
security due to its capability to update settings and enforce
quick changeover to local control. It also helps to implement
the proposed control scheme with minimum modification in
the conventional control scheme as follows.
(a) DMS–tap changer control interface for updating control
settings and assigning on-line target point voltage, and
incorporating decision variables of CM-BSO.
(b) Change-over facility to enable local control whenever
required.
(c) Advanced position sensors at the tap changing
mechanism including associated interface for determining
the state of progressive tap operation.
(d) DMS–DG excitation control interface for updating
reference voltage of the excitation control, and
incorporating decision variables of CM-BSO.
IV. PROPOSED CONTROL STRATEGY
The proposed control strategy is based on the following
three main control aspects managed by DMS in addition to
tuning the regulating devices and prioritizing their operations:
(a) Maximizing voltage regulation support by DG through DGVCM, (b) On-line load center voltage measurements for SVR
operation, and (c) Real-time control for avoiding simultaneous
operation of DG-VCM and multiple SVR taps.
In case of the control aspect (a), the DG operates as a
voltage regulating device with its fast excitation control action.
Accordingly, the associated time delay is smaller than the
mechanical time delay of a SVR [1]. Also, the reference
voltage for the excitation system is appropriately updated, by
maintaining the time delay sequence given by (6), for
maximizing the voltage regulation support by DG through on-

line DG-VCM. Therefore, the voltage change by means of a
DG response, Vi/DG as given in (5), is now a control variable
(defined as Vi/DGC), and the system voltage is quickly regulated
by the DG under all system conditions. On the other hand, in
case of the aspect (c), the simultaneous operations of SVR taps
and DG-VCM are blocked in real-time preserving their local
control action for which the Vi can be expressed by (7).

Vi =Vi rs + Vi / DGC

(7 )

Since, one of the terms in (7) is appropriately controllable;
any violation in the system voltage, given by (5), can be
avoided by the proposed on-line voltage control strategy, while
maximizing and prioritizing the voltage regulation support by
the DG. It also aids distribution system by enabling one
voltage control action (of DG-VCM or SVR tap) at a time.
A. DG Voltage Control Module (DG-VCM)
The voltage regulation by DG can be more significant in
case of lightly loaded long distribution feeders [5]. The pilot
bus (target bus) voltage is monitored in real-time, where pilot
bus can be the weakest bus (or remote bus in case of radial
distribution feeder). In accordance with the magnitude of pilot
bus voltage, reference voltage for the excitation system of DG,
Vref will be updated by exploiting the reactive capability of the
machine; thereby aiding voltage regulation. The lower and
upper limits of reference voltage can be derived based on the
capability chart of the synchronous machine in order to
maximizing the DG voltage regulation support.
The selection of pilot bus and tuning of control parameters
need to be carried out based on the DG capacity and standard
voltage limits for the network. It is assumed that the initial
exciter setting for the DG is at the nominal value of reference
voltage. Subsequently, the proposed DG voltage control
module (DG-VCM) embedded in the DMS is enabled. Its
topology is shown in Fig. 3.
The voltage set value VSET/P, voltage tolerance value Vt and
hysteresis tolerance value εt are included in the DG-VCM
control layer-1 which determines the state of the voltage error
Verr. The difference between magnitude of pilot bus voltage Vp
and the respective VSET/P is the voltage error Verr. The time
delay TDG is assigned in the DG-VCM control layer-2 which
determines the time duration (T) of Verr exceeding the Vt. If the
time duration T exceeds the assigned time delay value TDG, the
decision making layer (DG-VCM control layer-3) is enacted.
The inputs of DG-VCM control layer-2 and DG-VCM control
layer-3 are Vme and Vd, respectively. Accordingly, the DG
excitation control scheme is updated with a new reference
voltage by a voltage change (a) per control action. It is noted
that the voltage at certain buses can be regulated with the use
of proposed control scheme, especially in the presence of
synchronous machine based DG. The representative control
logic for the model can be summarized as given by (8) to (12).
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Vme
DG-VCM
Control
Layer-2

DG-VCM
Control
Layer-1

on-line VP

Vd
DG-VCM
Control
Layer-3

Vref

Vref

Fig. 3. Topology of the DG voltage control module.

(8)

Verr = VSET / P − V P

Vme

+ 1


 0

=


− 1


for Verr > (Vt + ∈t )
for Vt < Verr ≤ (Vt + ∈t ), Verr ↓
for − Vt ≤ Verr ≤ +Vt
for Vt < Verr ≤ (Vt + ∈t ), Verr ↑
for − (Vt + ∈t ) ≤ Verr < −Vt , Verr ↓
for Verr < − (Vt + ∈t )
for − (Vt + ∈t ) ≤ Verr < −Vt , Verr ↑

 T = (T + ∆T )
 0
T =


V
Vd =  me
0

Vref

 Vref

=  Vref + a
V − a
 ref

if
if
if
if

Ed

(9)

( )new transition state

if T > TDG
if T ≤ TDG

(10)

(11)

if V d = 0
if Vd = +1
if Vd = −1

(12)

B. On-Line Voltage Measurements for Step Voltage Regulator
Operation
The changes in active and reactive power flows between
SVR and load centre may lead to a higher LDC error resulting
into increased number of tap operations. If nodal voltage at the
load centre is measured on-line, the conventional LDC scheme
can be disabled. This paper proposes a real-time monitoring
scheme for SVRs. The topology of control model of such a
SVR is shown in Fig. 4.
on-line VLC via DMS
Verr

SVR Local Control

on-line state of:
(a) DG-VCM operation
and
(b) SVR tap operation

Edge
Detection
Control
Layer

Cm
Decision
Making
Control
Layer

DG-VCM
and SVRs

Fig. 5. Topology of the control module for blocking simultaneous operations.

Vme ≠ 0
Vme = 0
Vme ± → 
Vref → Vref

The time delay, TDG has been introduced to prevent
unnecessary control actions in case of transient voltage
variations. It is set to a small value with constant time variant
characteristics in order to prioritize the voltage regulation
support by DG as given in (6). Also, the values of a and Vt
should be adequately large for stable operation.

VSET/LC

C. Control Module for Blocking Simultaneous Operation
(CM-BSO)
A control module is proposed for blocking simultaneous
operations of DG-VCM and multiple SVR taps in real-time,
which also ensures the prioritized action of the respective
controllers. Since substation OLTC deals with voltage
regulation at the substation bus-bar level using a coarse control
and operates after a prolonged time delay, it is not
incorporated in the fine control strategy adopted in this control
module. The topology of the proposed control module (CMBSO) embedded in the DMS is shown in Fig. 5.

Tap

Fig. 4. Topology of the model for SVR control with on-line load centre
voltage measurements.

The inputs for edge detection control layer are the state of
DG-VCM operations and the tap operations of multiple SVRs.
The position sensors can monitor transition state of a tap i.e.
up or down operation with rising or falling edge at their
output, respectively. Transition state of a DG-VCM operation
can directly be monitored as rising or falling edge from its
output. The edge detection control layer detects the state of
progression for DG-VCM operations and each SVR tap
operation by separate edge detection modules in order to enact
the decision making control layer. Accordingly, rising or
falling edge is referred to a transition state of a progressive tap
operation or a DG-VCM operation. The 2D step edge
detection model, proposed in [20], is adopted in the proposed
control module.
The decision making control layer is used for processing
the outputs of edge detection control layer by summing up
modules and comparator modules. The output of each
summing up module is compared with the reference, assigned
in a single input-inverting output comparator module prior to
initiation of a control action for the DG-VCM or a tap
operation for the respective SVR. The DG-VCM or the
associated SVR tap operation will be enacted based on the
outcome of the decision making control layer.
The representative control logic of CM-BSO for
interpreting a DG-VCM operation can be summarized as given
in (13) to (15). The output of the respective module for
summing up the outputs of DG-VCM and SVRs edge
detection modules is Fr (DG-VCM), and the output of the
comparator module is Cm (DG-VCM). The respective modules
for SVR are respectively Fr (SVR) and Cm (SVR).
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Edge detection module (DG − VCM / SVR )
if rising or falling edge
 +1

is det ected

∀ transition state of a
E d ( DG − VCM / SVR ) = 

DG - VCM / SVR operation
 0
otherwise

(13)
Summing up module (DG − VCM / SVR )
if output of an E d (SVR ) and/
 +1

or E d (DG − VCM ) is + 1

∀ ∑ E d (SVR ) +
Fr (DG − VCM / SVR ) = 

E d (DG − VCM )
 0
otherwise

(14)
Comparator module (DG − VCM
 +1

C m (DG − VCM / SVR ) = 

 0

/ SVR )
if output of Fr (DG − VCM ) /
Fr (SVR ) is 0
∀ Inverting output rule
otherwise
(15)

The diagrammatic representation of the proposed scheme in
DG-VCM side for enacting a control action is shown in Fig.6.
The representative control logic for the MOD-1 module is
given by (16).
DG-VCM
Layer-1

Vme

Vm
MOD-1

DG-VCM
Layer-2

DG-VCM
Layer-3

Control action

Cm(DG-VCM)

Changeover
1

Fig. 6. Modification required in the proposed DG-VCM.

MOD - 1 module
if Vme ≠ 0 and C m (DG − VCM ) = +1
 Vme


 Vme
 hold the action of DG - VCM layer - 2 after the time delay

Vm =  until C m (DG − VCM ) = +1, and then enact the
 DG - VCM layer - 3

if Vme ≠ 0 and C m (DG − VCM ) = 0


 0
if Vme = 0 and C m (DG − VCM ) = 0 or + 1
(16)

The diagrammatic representation of the proposed control
scheme for enacting a tap operation of SVR is shown in Fig. 7.
It is established with the aid of voltage regulator model
proposed in [21]. The representative control logic for the
MOD-2 module is given by (17).

Voltage
Relay

Vb

Vn
MOD-2

Time Delay
Relay

Motor Drive
Unit
DMS

Cm(SVR)

Changeover

Tap Changing
Mechanism

Advanced
sensor

Tap operation
1

Transformer

Fig. 7. Modifications required in SVR control.

MOD - 2 module
if Vb ≠ 0 and C m (SVR ) = +1
 Vb


 Vb
 hold the action of time delay relay after the time delay
Vn = 
 until C m (SVR ) = +1, and then enact the SVR tap
if Vb ≠ 0 and C m (SVR ) = 0


0
if Vb = 0 and C m (SVR ) = 0 or + 1


(17 )

According to (16) and (17), no DG voltage control module
and SVR tap operation can be initiated simultaneously. Hence,
this scheme is capable of blocking any simultaneous operation
in real-time, as it allows only one voltage control action (of
DG-VCM or SVR tap) at a time, and accordingly enacts the
next control action. The control algorithm of CM-BSO can be
summarized as follows for the sample feeder-2 as depicted in
Fig. 1:
Step - 1 From on-line measurements and sensor information
sent by DMS, the proposed and local voltage
controllers are executed.
Step - 2 (i) DG-VCM will update the reference voltage, Vref of
DG excitation control after time delay, TDG if the pilot
bus voltage magnitude is not within the stipulated
limits and there is a confirmation from the CM-BSO.
or
(ii) SVR2 will operate a tap after time delay, TSVR(2) if
the target voltage magnitude is not within the
stipulated limits and there is a confirmation from the
CM-BSO.
or
(iii) SVR3 will operate a tap after time delay, TSVR(3) if
the target voltage magnitude is not within the
stipulated limits and there is a confirmation from the
CM-BSO.
or
(iv) DG-VCM and SVR2 will be enabled after the
associated time delays i.e. TDG<<TSVR(2), if the target
voltage magnitudes are not within the stipulated limits
and there is a confirmation from the CM-BSO.
or
(v) DG-VCM and SVR3 will be enabled after the
associated time delays i.e. TDG<<TSVR(3), if the target
voltage magnitudes are not within the stipulated limits
and there is a confirmation from the CM-BSO.
or
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(vi) SVR2 and SVR3 taps will be operated after the
associated time delays i.e. TSVR(2)<TSVR(3), if the target
voltage magnitudes are not within the stipulated limits
and there is a confirmation from the CM-BSO.
or
(vii) DG-VCM, SVR2 and SVR3 will be operated
after
the
associated
time
delays
i.e.
TDG<<TSVR(2)<TSVR(3), if their target voltage
magnitudes are not within the stipulated limits and
there is a confirmation from the CM-BSO.
Step - 3 For the subsequent instances of time (i.e. t = t +1),
repeat the procedure from Step - 1.
The above procedure can be adjusted for a given network
with a given number of SVRs and a DG system. If there are
multiple DG units distributed to a larger extent in the MV
distribution system then the proposed method can be easily
extended by establishing the relevant control logic to fully
utilize the voltage support capabilities of these DG units and
ensure coordinated operation of all the voltage regulating
devices including multiple DG units on the feeder.
V. CASE STUDY
In this section, simulation results and discussion associated
with the proposed on-line voltage control in a realistic MV
distribution system are presented.
A. Test Distribution System Model
The performance of the proposed control algorithm is
demonstrated through modeling the topology of a realistic 11
kV distribution system in MATLAB-SimPowerSystems and
conducting time domain simulations for different operational
strategies of the feeders. The topology of 11 kV test
distribution network, derived from the State of New South
Wales (NSW), Australia, is shown in Fig. 8. The MV
distribution system is fed by a 132/11 kV, 30 MVA
transformer equipped with an OLTC. There are 69 nodes for
ULB-2 and 95 nodes for ULE-2. The total line length for
ULB-2 is 26.4 km while for ULE-2 is 38.6 km. There is one
SVR which has been connected at node 33 of ULB-2 to
maintain the secondary voltage while two SVRs are connected
at node 19 and node 49 of ULE-2 in cascade with a
synchronous machine based bio-diesel generator of 750 kVA
capacity at node 76. The recorded total peak load of the ULB2 is 2.24 MVA and ULE-2 is 1.51 MVA. Both the feeders
have tie connection by means of air break switches (ABS). The
stipulated operating voltage limits for the test system are
within +/-10% from a nominal voltage.
The DG is modeled to operate in a power factor control
mode for depicting conventional operation as well as voltage
control mode for signifying the proposed operation. The
distribution network is assumed to be operated as a balance
three phase system. The line impedance for 11 kV feeders is
(0.802+j0.365) Ω/km. The type-B SVRs are modeled by
incorporating 32 taps in the series winding. A representative
demand pattern depicting the realistic network conditions is
considered to test the effectiveness of the proposed on-line

control strategy in managing the voltage regulation in the
network.

Fig. 8. Topology of test distribution system.

Table I and II depict the simulated demand patterns at
different time intervals. The ULE2 feeder is lightly loaded
compared to the ULB2 feeder.
Time (s)
Load (kVA)

TABLE I
SIMULATED DEMAND PATTERN FOR ULE-2
0
100
200
300
500
675
960
1140
1510
1270

600
995

Time (s)
Load (kVA)

TABLE II
SIMULATED DEMAND PATTERN FOR ULB-2
0
100
200
300
500
1234
1605
2082
2240
1890

600
1485

It is assumed that the OLTC is operated with a fixed tap
position. The initial tap positions for SVR1/SVR2 and SVR3
are arbitrarily assumed to be at 3 and 4 respectively in the
direction of increasing voltage. The total simulated time delays
for SVR1/SVR2 and SVR3 operation are assumed to be 4 s
and 7 s, respectively. The total mechanical time delay assigned
for voltage regulating devices is 1.0 s. Therefore, the total
transition time for a tap operation is 1.0 s. The time delays are
modeled with constant time variant characteristics and nonsequential tap operation. The voltage reference values are set
at 1.05 pu and 1.01 pu for OLTC and SVRs, respectively. The
dead-band values are set at +/- 1.5% and +/- 2.0% for OLTC
and SVRs, respectively. The simulated control parameters of
proposed DG voltage control module are VSET/P = 0.98 pu, a =
0.05 pu, Vt = 0.025 pu, εt = 0, and TDG = 1.0 s, where nominal
value of DG excitation reference voltage is 0.90 pu and pilot
bus is the remote end bus of ULE-2 (N95). Based on the
generator capability curve, the governor is tuned to supply an
active power of 600 kW while the reactive power varies
between +450 kVAr to -350 kVAr.
B. Simulation Results and Discussion
The proposed control modules are modeled using
MATLAB. The on-line information is assigned by ‘Goto’ and
‘From’ signal blocks without propagation delay. The total

simulation time is assumed to be 750 s. The simulation results
for the independent operation of the ULE-2 feeder (by opening
ABS-1 and closing ABS-2 in Fig. 8) are shown below. Fig. 9
shows the tap operations of multiple voltage regulating devices
with conventional voltage control while Fig. 10 shows the tap
operations with the proposed voltage control. Figs. 10 (b) to
(e) are the zoomed versions of Fig. 10 (a) to clearly observe
the tap operations.

Tap Position

OLTC
SVR2

-16
100

200

300

500

600

750

Time (s)

Fig. 9. Tap operations for ULE2 operation with conventional voltage control.
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Time (s)
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(a)

OLTC
-2
S VR2
S VR3

0

1

2

3

4
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6

7

8

9

Time (s)

(b)
-2

Tap Position

OLTC
S VR2

S VR3

200

202

204

206

208

210

212

214

216

218

220

222

224

Time (s)

Tap Position

(c)

S VR2

S VR3
-11
300 302 304 306 308 310 312 314 316 318 320 322 324 326 328

Time (s)

(d)

S VR3
-11
600

601

602

603

604

605

606

607

608

609

Time (s)

(e)

SVR3

Total Taps = 48

0

S VR2

Fig. 10. Tap operations for ULE2 operation with proposed voltage control (a)
over the total simulation period (b) from t = 0 to 9 s (c) from t = 200 s to 224
s (d) from t = 300 s to 328 s (e) from t = 600 s to 609 s.

-1

Simultaneous
Tap Operations

Tap Position
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Fig. 9 shows simultaneous tap operations for SVRs at t =
328 s, 507 s, and 628 s with conventional voltage control.
According to Figs. 10 (a) to (e), there are no simultaneous tap
operations (and DG-VCM actions) with the proposed control.
It is because of the proposed CM-BSO based control action,
which blocks the simultaneous operations in real-time. Its
integrated operation with the modified local controllers also
prioritizes the operation of DG-VCM and SVRs. The DGVCM and SVRs operate in accordance with the Step - 2 (vii)
of the control algorithm as indicated in IV(C). The DG-VCM
operates at t = 1.0 s and Vref is updated from 0.90 pu to 0.95 pu
based on the pilot bus voltage (N95). It also operates at t = 2.0
s and Vref is updated from 0.95 pu to 1.00 pu based on the pilot
bus voltage. According to the DG-VCM control logic as given
in (8) to (12), DG-VCM operates at t = 301 s. However, Vref
doesn’t change due to the constrained operation of DG within
the associated reactive power capability limits. The postupdated DG excitation controller regulates the voltage with its
fast control action. This DG-VCM based operation may also
support the feeder voltage regulation at the upstream nodes.
The first tap operation of SVR2 (at t = 4 s) and SVR3 (at t
= 7 s) are initiated after DG-VCM control action followed by
the time delay sequence given by (6). The 2nd (at t = 108 s) and
3rd (at t = 115 s) tap operations of SVR3 are initiated as given
by Step - 2 (iii) of the control algorithm where there are no
DG-VCM control action and/or SVR2 tap operation.
Similarly, in response to the voltage drop at t = 200 s and t =
300 s, SVR2 and SVR3 taps operate as given by Step - 2 (vi)
of the control algorithm. Also, a SVR3 tap operates as given
by Step - 2 (iii) in response to voltage change at t = 500 s, and
SVR2 and SVR3 operate one tap each as given by Step – 2
(vi) at t = 600 s.
As the result of maximized DG voltage regulation support
by DG-VCM and the real time operation of CM-BSO, it can
be seen that there is a significant reduction in tap operations
for feeder ULE-2 operation with the proposed voltage control.
This significant reduction in tap operations will obviously be
beneficial to the distribution network operator, as it directly
correlates to the decrement in the regulator maintenance cost,
increase in its life time expectancy, and the decrease in
intermittent voltage variations attributed to the tap operations.
The effect of proposed voltage control strategy to regulate
the voltage of ULE-2 feeder can be observed in the selected
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1.1

Voltage (pu)

Voltage (pu)

1.1

N95
Variation in Voltage

0.98

N09
Variation in Voltage

1

0.9
100

300

500

600

1

0.9
200

300

500

750

600

Time (s)

(b)
Fig. 11. Voltage at node N95 for ULE-2 operation with (a) conventional
voltage control (b) proposed voltage control.

According to Figs. 11 (a) and (b), it can be seen that the
DG-VCM regulates the pilot bus voltage (which is the remote
end of the feeder, N95) within its stipulated limits of 1.005 pu
and 0.955 pu for a set value of 0.98 pu, as outlined in the
control logic given in (8) to (12). As shown in Fig. 11 (b), the
voltage regulation at the end of the ULE-2 feeder is quite
significant with the proposed control. Consequently, the
proposed DG-VCM can support the feeder voltage regulation
at each node in accordance with (4).
Voltage (pu)

1.1
N34
Variation in Voltage

1

0.9
200

500

300

750

(b)

750

600

Time (s)

As seen in Figs. 12 and 13, the voltages at various nodes
along the feeder are significantly regulated even under reduced
tap operations of the SVRs. The voltage variations also reduce
with the adoption of proposed voltage control strategy.
Moreover, the overall voltage profile of the feeder improvises.
It is observed that the similar results can be obtained for node
N62. The active and reactive power outputs of the DG for
ULE-2 operation are shown in Fig. 14.
750

DG Response

Voltage (pu)

0.9

100

600

N95

1.005
0.98
0.955

300

500

Time (s)

Fig. 13. Voltage at node N34 for ULE-2 operation with (a) conventional
voltage control (b) proposed voltage control.

Set Voltage of DG -VCM Pilot B us (N95) = 0.98 pu

200

750

N09

750

1.1

100

600

Reduction in Voltage Variation

Time (s)

(a)

500

1.1

100
200

300

(a)

0.9
100

200

Time (s)

Voltage (pu)

nodes, which are N95 (at the end of the ULE-2 feeder), N09
(between substation and SVR2), N34 (between SVR2 and
SVR3), and N62 (between SVR3 and DG) as shown in Fig. 8.
The respective nodal voltage profiles for feeder operation with
conventional voltage control and proposed voltage control are
shown in Figs. 11 to 13. The reduction in resulting voltage
variations attributed to the tap operations is clearly observed in
these figures.

600
450

Active Power (kW)

225

Reactive Power (kVAr)

0
-200
200

100

500

300

750

600

Time (s)

Fig. 14. Active and reactive power outputs of DG in ULE-2 configuration.

The simulation results for the interconnected operation of
ULB-2 feeder involving a feeder section of ULE-2 (by closing
ABS-1 and opening ABS-2 in Fig. 8) are shown below. Fig. 15
shows the tap operations of multiple voltage regulating devices
with conventional voltage control. Figs. 16 (a) to (d) show the
tap operations with proposed voltage control.

(a)
-1
N34

Tap Position

Voltage (pu)

1.1
Reduction in Voltage Variation

1

0.9
100

200

500

300

600

750

Time (s)

(b)
Fig. 12. Voltage at node N09 for ULE-2 operation with (a) conventional
voltage control (b) proposed voltage control.

OLTC
S imultaneous
Tap Operations
Total Taps = 53

S VR1

S VR3

-16
0

100

200

300

500

600

750

Time (s)

Fig. 15.
Tap operations for ULB-2 interconnected operation with
conventional voltage control.
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of ULE2. The active and reactive power outputs of the DG for
ULB-2 operation are shown in Fig. 20.

Tap Position

OLTC

S VR3
S VR1

Total Taps = 24
-11
0

100

750

600

500

300
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Voltage (pu)
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Variation in Voltage
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0.9

Time (s)
(a)

100
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300
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600
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Time (s)

(a)
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S VR1

Voltage (pu)

Tap Position

-3

S VR3

-8

1.1
1.005
0.98
0.955
0.9
100

200

Voltage (pu)

Tap Position

Fig. 17. Voltage at node N95 for ULB2 interconnected operation with (a)
conventional voltage control (b) proposed voltage control.
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Fig. 15 shows simultaneous tap operations for SVRs at t =
228 s, 236 s, 321 s, 507 s, 514 s and 628 s with conventional
voltage control. Figs. 16 (b) to (d) are the zoomed versions of
Fig. 16 (a) to clearly observe the tap operations with the
proposed voltage control. It is shown in Figs. 16 (a) to (d) that
there are no simultaneous tap operations (and DG-VCM
actions) with the proposed control. The DG-VCM operates at
(i) t = 1.0 s updating Vref from 0.90 pu to 0.95 pu, (ii) at t = 2.0
s updating Vref from 0.95 pu to 1.00 pu, and (iii) at t = 601 s
updating Vref from 1.00 pu to 0.95 pu based on the pilot bus
voltage. The effect of proposed voltage control strategy to
regulate the voltage of an interconnected ULB2 feeder can
also be observed in the selected nodes, which are N95, N51
and N17 as shown in Figs. 17, 18 and 19 respectively. The
results are very much similar to the previously simulated case

Voltage (pu)

Fig. 16. Tap operations for ULB2 interconnected operation with proposed
voltage control (a) over the total simulation period (b) from t = 200 s to 228 s
(c) from t = 300 s to 318 s (d) from t = 600 s to 628 s.

Fig. 18. Voltage at node N51 for ULB2 interconnected operation with (a)
conventional voltage control (b) proposed voltage control.
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Fig. 19. Voltage at node N17 for ULB2 interconnected operation with (a)
conventional voltage control (b) proposed voltage control.
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Fig. 20. Active and reactive power outputs of DG in ULB-2 configuration.

Further, simulation results for the interconnected ULB-2
feeder are also indicative of the fact that the performance of
proposed on-line voltage control supersedes the performance
of the conventional voltage control strategy. Based on the
simulation studies, it can be concluded that the proposed DGVCM, CM-BSO based algorithm and its real-time
implementation via substation centered DMS can effectively
improve the steady state voltage profile of the distribution
feeder containing SVRs and DG.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a real-time on-line voltage control strategy is
proposed for voltage regulation of distribution system with
multiple regulating devices and DG. The control design is
based on three main aspects: (a) maximizing voltage regulation
support by DG through DG-VCM (b) procuring on-line load
center voltage measurements for SVRs, and (c) real-time
control for avoiding simultaneous operations of multiple
voltage regulating devices and DG-VCM by means of CMBSO. Based on the time domain simulation studies conducted
for realistic feeder operations, it can be seen that the proposed
control strategy minimizes the total tap operations of SVRs
while achieving voltage regulation support by regulating
devices and DG. It also exploits the reactive capability of the
DG unit in order to maximize the voltage regulation support.
The proposed method reduces the resulting voltage variations
attributed to the tap operations and improvises the feeder
voltage. The simulation results have revealed that effective online voltage control for a distribution feeder can be achieved in
real-time through the application of the proposed voltage
control strategy.
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